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Introduction {#sec001}
============

Understanding the molecular mechanisms underlying the passage of ions and small molecules through biological membranes is a fundamental aspect of cell physiology. This knowledge is also crucial for analyzing disease associations, for identifying potential drug targets, and for improving safety and efficacy of new or existing drugs. Transmembrane proteins provide key means of molecular transport through the cell membrane. They are also extensively studied as potential drug targets. Of strong interest as potential drug targets are the organic anion transporter family proteins (OATPs), due to their capacity to serve as tumor biomarkers and effective cancer drug transporters \[[@pone.0135455.ref001],[@pone.0135455.ref002]\]. The physiological expression patterns of the OATPs are altered in malignant tissues. Screening tumors for OATP expression may enable an OATP-targeted therapy with higher efficacy and, most importantly, decreased side effects relative to current therapies. In addition to offering new opportunities, the membrane transport proteins also pose challenges to drug discovery research. To overcome the challenges and difficulty of determining membrane protein structures, several methodologies for studying membrane proteins have been reported, including specialized techniques for stabilizing and manipulating proteins, which depend on the protein itself and the method planned--X-ray crystallography, NMR spectroscopy or other techniques to explore protein structure \[[@pone.0135455.ref003]\].

Motivated by an interest in druggability of anion transporters, we have identified the transmembrane protein bilitranslocase \[[@pone.0135455.ref004]\] (BTL) (UniProt O88750, TCDB 2.A.65) as a potential drug target that exhibits partial functional similarity to OATPs \[[@pone.0135455.ref005]\]. BTL is a plasma membrane transporter involved in the transport of organic anions, including the transport of bilirubin through the liver plasma membrane \[[@pone.0135455.ref006]\]. BTL may play an important role in both human pathology \[[@pone.0135455.ref007]\] and drug delivery \[[@pone.0135455.ref008]\]. The primary structure and biological functions of BTL have been known and studied for decades \[[@pone.0135455.ref004]--[@pone.0135455.ref014]\]. However, the secondary and tertiary structures of the BTL are not known. No sequence homologs have been detected for BTL, however, it has been predicted, based on homology-independent considerations, that BTL has four TM α-helices \[[@pone.0135455.ref015]\]. In addition, NMR spectroscopy has validated the α-helical structures of two key transmembrane helices, TM2 and TM3, in the SDS media \[[@pone.0135455.ref016],[@pone.0135455.ref017]\]. H-bonds were suggested to play a role in the transport mechanism, based on chemometrics modeling studies of substrates with experimentally determined affinities \[[@pone.0135455.ref008],[@pone.0135455.ref011]\]. Despite these characterizations, a full understanding of the BTL transport mechanism is hindered by the lack of its complete atomic structure(s). Although BTL may exists in a multimeric form \[[@pone.0135455.ref010]\], the complete oligomeric state of the protein is not clearly known, thus making it further difficult to understand the complete structural assembly of BTL.

The structure of a membrane protein can be characterized by a variety of approaches. If good quality crystals can be obtained, X-ray crystallography provides an accurate atomic structure \[[@pone.0135455.ref018]\]. NMR spectroscopy can be used to map the flexible segments and their conformational dynamics \[[@pone.0135455.ref019]\], including the *cis*--*trans* heterogeneity \[[@pone.0135455.ref020]\]. However, the 3D structure determination of membrane proteins by X-ray crystallography or NMR spectroscopy remains challenging, for a number of reasons \[[@pone.0135455.ref018]\]. Besides taking the advantage of the emerging experimental technologies targeted towards membrane protein structural biology \[[@pone.0135455.ref021]\], computational analysis, with extrapolation of sparse experimental information, is a valuable complementary approach in expanding our knowledge of transmembrane protein structures \[[@pone.0135455.ref022]\]. It includes sequence dependent predictions of transmembrane regions, their stability and interactions, as well as molecular dynamics simulations, coarse-grain simulations and other stochastic methods.

Here, we aimed to structurally characterize the transmembrane domains of BTL. Coarse-grained models of the assembly of the four transmembrane α-helices, TM1, TM2, TM3, and TM4, of BTL were generated using Monte Carlo (MC) simulations, a stochastic simulation process useful for systems with several coupled degrees of freedom, considering predicted transmembrane helix-helix interactions and several other restraints. The generated conformations were clustered and ranked based on the Discrete Optimized Protein Energy (DOPE) statistical potential for inter-atomic distances in proteins \[[@pone.0135455.ref023]\]. The top scoring models were analyzed to propose the packing of the four BTL transmembrane helices by structural modeling relying on experimental constraints.

To validate the proposed model, we used nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) spectroscopies to map interactions between TM2 and TM3, the two transmembrane segments that participate in the transport of anions through BTL \[[@pone.0135455.ref009],[@pone.0135455.ref016],[@pone.0135455.ref017]\]. Structural analysis of the TM2:TM3 pair in the SDS-d~25~ micelles was performed based on the previously collected NMR data \[[@pone.0135455.ref016],[@pone.0135455.ref017]\]. The existence of the TM2:TM3 pair in the SDS micelles was demonstrated by the FRET experiments. To increase the quality of our experimental data sets, we introduced two ^15^N-labeled alanines (^15^N-Ala) into the TM2 and TM3 segments. The selective ^15^N-Ala labeling allowed us to observe the dynamics of TM2, TM3, and the TM2:TM3 pair in the SDS micelles. The occurrence of a *cis-trans* peptide bond isomerization was detected in the TM3 fragment at the Leu230--Pro231 peptide bond. This isomerization may be key to the uptake mechanism of different anions *via* the BTL.

Results and Discussion {#sec002}
======================

Transmembrane helix-helix interactions {#sec003}
--------------------------------------

The four TM α-helices (TM1: Phe24-Asp48, TM2: Phe75-Cys94, TM3: Gly220-Tyr238, TM4: Pro254-Ser276) have been predicted by a neural network model based on homology-independent considerations \[[@pone.0135455.ref015]\]. The final transmembrane region boundaries were predicted based on statistically derived amino acid preference data for the transmembrane region boundary positions. Although charged residues are present at the boundaries, our previous studies have shown that these boundary residues are contained within the lipid bilayer during the MD simulations, and do not show any translational motion along y-axis \[[@pone.0135455.ref016],[@pone.0135455.ref017]\]. These results were confirmed by NMR spectroscopy \[[@pone.0135455.ref016],[@pone.0135455.ref017]\]. The transmembrane helix-helix interactions were predicted taking into consideration the correct topology of BTL. This prediction is independent of the previously determined structures of TM2 and TM3.

The four transmembrane helices of BTL can in principle form six combinations of helix-helix pairs. Each transmembrane helix was represented as a rigid body. Models that optimize pairwise helix-helix interactions were enumerated with the open-source *Integrative Modeling Platform* (IMP) package ([http://integrativemodeling.org](http://integrativemodeling.org/)) \[[@pone.0135455.ref024]\]. All configurations of all combinations of rotational, translational and tilting degrees of freedom, within specified ranges and at specified resolution that were guided by previous statistical analyses of transmembrane protein structures were considered. The relative stability of each helix-helix configuration was estimated using a scoring function based on known interaction data on transmembrane helices. The BTL transmembrane helix pairs TM2-TM3 and TM1-TM4 that showed the most optimized configurations, as denoted by their lowest scores, were reported to be interacting.

The TMhit algorithm predicts helix-helix interactions based on residue contacts with at least one pair of predicted residue contacts supporting each helix-helix interaction \[[@pone.0135455.ref025]\]. Considering only the residue contacts predicted with more than 75% certainty, TMhit also predicted the TM2-TM3 and TM1-TM4 transmembrane helix-helix pairs to be interacting. For the TM2-TM3 pair, the predicted residue contacts are Thr81-Gln223 (100% certainty), Thr81-Cys224 (96%), Pro85-Val222 (82%), and Cys76-Ala225 (81%). The only contact predicted with more than 75% certainty for the TM1-TM4 pair is His43-Pro258 (79%).

Incidentally, the two interacting transmembrane regions TM2 and TM3 contain the AxxxG and GxxxxxxA sequences, respectively. The GxxxG and GxxxxxxG motifs are known transmembrane helix dimerization motifs where Gly can be replaced by other small amino acid residues, such as Ala or Ser \[[@pone.0135455.ref026]\]; thus, they may include the sequences in TM2 and TM3. The motifs are further associated with β-branched residues Val90, Ile228, Ile232, and Ile234. The β-branched amino acid residues isoleucine and valine are hypothesized to reduce the entropic cost of transmembrane protein folding with their constrained rotameric freedom in the helical conformation \[[@pone.0135455.ref027]\]. The presence of these transmembrane helix dimerization motifs in association with the β-branched amino acid residues in TM2 and TM3 provides additional validation for the predicted TM2-TM3 transmembrane helix-helix interaction pair.

Predicted Arrangements of the Four Transmembrane Regions of BTL {#sec004}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Monte Carlo simulations were used to sample the accessible conformational space and predict the probable assembly of the four transmembrane regions of BTL. The diameter of the assembly was restrained to \~26 Å. The tilt and depth (translation along z-axis) restraints were calculated based on the length of the transmembrane helices. Other restraints applied include DOPE, excluded volume, packing, and distance restraints corresponding to the predicted TM2-TM3 and TM1-TM4 transmembrane helix-helix interactions. The restraints are based on previous analyses of known transmembrane protein structures \[[@pone.0135455.ref028]\]. Besides the rotational and tilting movements, each individual transmembrane helix was allowed only certain translations. Accordingly, for TM1 the center of mass was fixed and the only allowed translation was along the z-axis. For TM2, both y- and z-axis translations were allowed. For TM3 and TM4, translations along all three axes were allowed.

Two million conformations of the four BTL transmembrane regions were generated by the Monte Carlo method. These conformations were then clustered by hierarchical clustering based on their pairwise Calpha RMSD differences. The threshold of 2 Å on the RMSD cutoff resulted in 3520 clusters; the centroids of these clusters were selected as the representative conformations.

The BBQ algorithm was used to reconstruct the atomistic backbones of the cluster representations \[[@pone.0135455.ref029]\]. The side chains were added using the SCWRL4 algorithm \[[@pone.0135455.ref030]\]. The representative all-atom structures were then ranked by their DOPE scores developed for transmembrane proteins (G.-Q. Dong and M. Bonomi, unpublished) and further analyzed to infer how the four transmembrane regions of BTL are arranged.

There are six possible unique arrangements of the four transmembrane regions of BTL as observed from the extracellular surface ([Fig 1A](#pone.0135455.g001){ref-type="fig"}). The transmembrane regions TM1, TM2, TM3, and TM4 are denoted as *A*, *B*, *C*, and *D*, respectively. Positioning TM1 at the top-left corner and reading clockwise, the six arrangement types are *ABCD*, *ADBC*, *ACDB*, *ABDC*, *ACBD*, and *ADCB*. The 3520 representative conformations from the Monte Carlo simulation were classified into these six groups ([Table 1](#pone.0135455.t001){ref-type="table"}). The most frequently observed arrangement is *ABDC* (Top2, 3, 4 conformations in [Fig 1B](#pone.0135455.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Arrangement types *ACBD* and *ADCB* (Top5 and Top1 conformations, respectively, in [Fig 1B](#pone.0135455.g001){ref-type="fig"}) are also frequented. The arrangements of the amino acid residues around the helical axes ([Fig 1C](#pone.0135455.g001){ref-type="fig"}) support the predicted packaging of the transmembrane helices.

![A) The six probable arrangements of the four transmembrane domains of BTL. The transmembrane regions TM1 (*A*), TM2 (*B*), TM3 (*C*) and TM4 (*D*) are represented by the red, green, blue and yellow circles, respectively. The solid lines represent the sequence connectivity, whereas the dotted lines show predicted interactions. B) The five top-scoring conformations of BTL transmembrane regions. C) The helix-wheel plots of the four transmembrane regions arranged in the ABDC arrangement. The most hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues are colored as green and red, respectively. The charged residues are colored as purple.](pone.0135455.g001){#pone.0135455.g001}
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###### The distribution of conformations of BTL transmembrane regions among the six different arrangement types.

![](pone.0135455.t001){#pone.0135455.t001g}

  Arrangement   No. of conformations                                                         
  ------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------- ---------- ---------
  1             *ABDC (Top2*,*3*,*4)* [^*\#*^](#t001fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}   1330       44
  2             *ACBD (Top5)* [^*\#*^](#t001fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}           862        27
  3             *ADCB (Top1)* [^*\#*^](#t001fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}           778        15
  4             *ABCD*                                                            281        9
  5             *ADBC*                                                            213        4
  6             *ACDB*                                                            56         1
                                                                                  ∑ = 3520   ∑ = 100

*\#* The five top-scoring (DOPE) conformations of BTL transmembrane regions are shown in [Fig 1B](#pone.0135455.g001){ref-type="fig"}.

We scored the 3520 all-atom representations using the DOPE statistical potential for transmembrane proteins. The distribution of the 100 top-scoring conformations among the arrangement types is similar to that of all 3520 conformations ([Table 1](#pone.0135455.t001){ref-type="table"}). Forty-four out of the 100 top-scoring conformations are *ABDC*. This arrangement has the interacting transmembrane helices positioned diagonally opposite to each other (Top2, 3, 4 in [Fig 1B](#pone.0135455.g001){ref-type="fig"}). The highest scoring conformation exhibits the *ADCB* arrangement ([Fig 1B](#pone.0135455.g001){ref-type="fig"}). The fifth ranked conformation is *ACBD*. Both the *ADCB* and *ACBD* arrangements have the interacting helices positioned adjacent to each other. These three-arrangement types together account for 86 of the 100 highest-scoring conformations and 84.4% of all 3520 conformations. In conclusion, our analysis helped to narrow down the probable arrangements of the four transmembrane regions of monomeric BTL. However, it has not resulted in a precise model of the functional transport channel. Keeping in mind that there are some experimental evidences about a possibility of dimeric or trimeric form of BTL \[[@pone.0135455.ref010]\], further experimental investigations will be needed.

Distance between the Transmembrane Regions TM2 and TM3 {#sec005}
------------------------------------------------------

The TM2 transmembrane region lies immediately adjacent to the conserved bilirubin-binding motif. TM3, on other hand, is adjacent to a second bilirubin-binding site and also contains a conserved ligand-binding motif at the C-terminal. Therefore, the transmembrane regions TM2 and TM3 are postulated to play key roles in the formation of the transport channel, ligand binding, and mediation.^9,12^ Previous experiments with cysteine and arginine modifications had concluded that BTL exists in two metastable forms with different substrate affinities \[[@pone.0135455.ref010]\]. This metastable nature of BTL, detected experimentally \[[@pone.0135455.ref010]\], can possibly be accounted to the presence of proline-induced kinks, which may render flexibility to both transmembrane regions. The Pro85 in TM2 and Pro231 in TM3 are located in the middle of the transmembrane channel and presumably define the pore in variable functional states. Therefore, we analyzed the distances between the proline residues and the N-termini of TM2 and TM3, as follows.

The most populated arrangement *ABDC* has the transmembrane regions TM2 and TM3 arranged diagonally opposite to each other. The average distance between Pro85 in TM2 and Pro231 in TM3 is 19 ± 4.3 Å for the 44 top-scoring *ABDC* conformations, and 17.4 ± 4.35 Å for all 1330 *ABDC* conformations ([Fig 2A and 2C](#pone.0135455.g002){ref-type="fig"}). The proline-proline distance in 36% of the conformations with the *ABDC* arrangement is between 16 and 20 Å. In *ADCB* and *ACBD*, the average proline-proline distance is 14 ± 3.6 Å and 13.1 ± 3.4 Å, respectively. In these two arrangements, the TM2 and TM3 transmembrane regions are adjacent to each other. The distance between the N-termini of the two transmembrane segments is 30.3 ± 4.1 Å for all three arrangement types ([Fig 2B and 2D](#pone.0135455.g002){ref-type="fig"}). In *ABDC*, this distance represents the diagonal in the complete assembly of the four transmembrane regions.

![Distances between the transmembrane regions TM2 and TM3 for all the conformations in the three most populated arrangement types *ABDC*, *ACBD* and *ADCB*.\
**A)** Pro85-Pro231 distances. **B)** Distances between the N-termini of the TM2/3 helices. The best scoring conformation in the most populated arrangement type *ABDC* (Top2) shows **C)** 15.6 Å Pro85-Pro231 distance and **D)** 36.1 Å N-termini distance.](pone.0135455.g002){#pone.0135455.g002}

Identification of TM2:TM3 Pair in SDS Micelles with FRET Technique {#sec006}
------------------------------------------------------------------

The integration of TM2:TM3 pair in the SDS detergent was confirmed by the Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) experiment. The energy transfer from an excited state of a donor fluorophore to an acceptor fluorophore should occur typically when they are in the proximity (\<10nm). Atto488 and Atto594 were used as FRET dye donor-acceptor pair to label the TM2 and TM3 peptide fragments. Based on the long-range dipole-dipole coupling mechanism, the FRET signal was recorded for the surfactant (SDS) with dye-labeled TM2 or TM3 peptides. This signal was much stronger than that recorded for the dye-free sample, thus establishing the proximity between the two fragments TM2 and TM3 in a single SDS micelle ([Fig 3](#pone.0135455.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, the collected data demonstrate the presence of both types of pairs (TM2:TM2 and TM3:TM3) in the surfactant micelles characterized with the dissociation constants *K* ~d~ = 346.1, 71.85, and 190.6 μM for TM2:TM3, TM2:TM2, and TM3:TM3, respectively (Table A in [S1 File](#pone.0135455.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). It is interesting to note that the TM2:TM3 dimer had the lowest *K* ~d~, thus lowest interaction strength. As a consequence the TM2:TM3 dimer might enable cis-trans isomerization and individual flexibility, which was also shown by Monte Carlo simulations. The Förster radius for the Atto488--Atto594 pair is estimated as 60 Å, which is comparable to the determined hydrodynamic radius (*R* ~h~) \[[@pone.0135455.ref031]\] of the SDS-d~25~ micelle. Thus our measurements are not suitable either for establishing the relative positions of TM2 and TM3 fragments inside the SDS micelle or for estimating the distances between fragments in the surfactant environment. However, they undoubtedly confirm the existence of TM2:TM3 pairs in the micelle, which indicates the interactions between the TM2 and TM3 fragments.

![Titration curve for FRET experiments are presented as a ratio between the donor emission at 523 *nm* and the acceptor emission at 627 *nm*.](pone.0135455.g003){#pone.0135455.g003}

CD Spectroscopy of TM2:TM3 Pair in SDS Micelle Media {#sec007}
----------------------------------------------------

The CD spectra recorded for isolated TM2 and TM3 fragments and for the TM2:TM3 pair in SDS and DPC surfactants exhibit a substantial amount of α-helical conformation characterized by two minima near 208 and 222 nm (Fig A (left) in [S1 File](#pone.0135455.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) \[[@pone.0135455.ref032]\]. A quantitative analysis suggests that in zwitterionic (DPC) environment the fraction of time and/or residues of TM2 and TM3 in the α-helical conformation is 15% and 40%, respectively (Fig A (left) in [S1 File](#pone.0135455.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Inspection of CD data reveals that, similar to previously reported data for megainin peptides \[[@pone.0135455.ref033]\], preference of α-helical conformation of TM2 and TM3 segments are different in anionic (SDS) and zwitterionic (DPC) media, reflecting the importance of electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions between the peptides and micelles. For the TM3 fragment, the helical conformation is favored in the anionic media, whereas the TM2 segment prefers such form in the zwitterionic micelle. The conformational behavior obtained for TM2:TM3 pair is determined by the TM2 fragment rather than the TM3 one in all type of used media (Fig A (right) in [S1 File](#pone.0135455.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Structural Analysis of BTL TM2:TM3 Pair in SDS-d~25~ Micelle by NMR Spectroscopy {#sec008}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Structural details of the two key BTL transmembrane regions, TM2 and TM3, in SDS-d~25~ micelle were recently analyzed on the basis of homonuclear and heteronuclear 2D NMR data sets \[[@pone.0135455.ref016],[@pone.0135455.ref017]\]. The high-resolution 3D structures were solved based on 250 (139 intraresidual, 78 sequential, and 33 medium range) and 180 (107 intraresidual, 58 sequential, and 15 medium range) nontrivial ^1^H--^1^H NOE distance constraints obtained from 2D NOESY spectra analysis of TM2 and TM3, respectively. 3D structures as obtained from our previous studies \[[@pone.0135455.ref016],[@pone.0135455.ref017]\] were positioned in the SDS lipid media and subjected to MD simulations in water bath with AMBER 9 molecular dynamics package ([Fig 4](#pone.0135455.g004){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@pone.0135455.ref034]\].

![Ribbon presentation of TM2:TM3 pair in SDS micelle evaluated during 25 *ns* molecular dynamic simulations.\
The TM2 and TM3 are highlighted as blue and green, respectively; 60 SDS molecules forming the micelle are shown in light grey.](pone.0135455.g004){#pone.0135455.g004}

To detect the intermolecular NOESY contacts between the TM2 and TM3 transmembrane fragments, which are critical for structural analysis, two ^15^N-labeled alanines were incorporated in each of the studied peptides. The alanines Ala80 and Ala88 in TM2 and Ala225 and Ala233 in the TM3 fragment were labeled. Unfortunately, the 3D ^15^N-edited NOESY-HSQC spectra acquired with mixing times up to 250 ms did not exhibit any intermolecular signals due to the fact that TM2 and TM3 segments are separated by at least 13 Å (Fig B in [S1 File](#pone.0135455.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which is in line with the results obtained from the computational analysis of transmembrane region assembly. Finally, the 3D structure of the TM2:TM3 dimer in SDS micelles was evaluated based on previously determined experimental constraints for TM2 \[[@pone.0135455.ref017]\] and TM3 \[[@pone.0135455.ref016]\] fragments ([Fig 4](#pone.0135455.g004){ref-type="fig"}).

An overlay of 2D ^1^H-^15^N HSQC spectra acquired for TM2 and TM3 fragments shows that the chemical shifts ^1^H and ^15^N of amide groups for ^15^N-labeled alanines are in agreement with previously recorded data sets acquired on natural abundance of the ^15^N isotope \[[@pone.0135455.ref016],[@pone.0135455.ref017]\]. Furthermore, the ^1^H-^15^N HSQC spectra of the TM2:TM3 pair are presented as a superposition of those obtained with individual TM2 and TM3 segments ([Fig 5](#pone.0135455.g005){ref-type="fig"}, Fig C (left, right) in [S1 File](#pone.0135455.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Additional peaks corresponding to a less populated conformation were detected for the TM3 species ([Fig 5A](#pone.0135455.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Inspection of 2D ^1^H-^1^H NOESY spectra acquired for the TM2:TM3 pair reveals a weak signal, which could be assigned as Leu230 ^1^H^α^-Pro231 ^1^H^α^ of the *cis* rotamer of the Leu230-Pro231 bond in the TM3 peptide (Fig C (bottom) in [S1 File](#pone.0135455.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We conclude that the second conformation appears due to the *cis-trans* isomerization of the peptide bond around the central Pro231 in TM3 fragment. The relative fraction of the second conformation was estimated to be 30% based on the ratio of peaks. Interestingly, this ratio did not change during the entire time of NMR observation, which suggests the presence of a high energy barrier between the two different conformers. Indeed, BTL is found to be present in two meta-stable conformers with different substrate affinities and the conversion between the conformers can be accelerated by presence BTL substrates, including bilirubin \[[@pone.0135455.ref010]\]. On the other hand, presence of a minor *cis* conformation was not detected for the central Ser84--Pro85 peptide bond in the TM2 segment.

![A) The 2D ^1^H-^15^N HSQC spectrum of TM2:TM3 pair in SDS-*d* ~25~ micelle. The assignment of ^15^N-labeled alanines in TM2 and TM3 fragments are presented together with signals (Ala225\' and Ala233\') coming from minor populated TM3 conformation; B) The 3D structure of TM2:TM3 assembly in SDS surfactant is presented. The position of ^15^N nuclei in ^15^N-labeled alanines incorporated into TM2 and TM3 are depicted as balls. The highly mobile Ala225 is highlighted in blue.](pone.0135455.g005){#pone.0135455.g005}

The position of the TM2:TM3 pair in SDS micelles was analyzed based on the 25 ns trajectory simulated in AMBER 9 with the *parm99* force field and the TAV protocol ([S1 File](#pone.0135455.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As follows from the solved 3D structure of TM2:TM3 pair, the TM3 peptide takes a more central position inside the micelle, positioning itself in a more hydrophobic environment in comparison with previously published data \[[@pone.0135455.ref016]\]. At the same time, the TM2 fragment moves close to the micelle surface with the two α-helical parts buried in the hydrophobic region of the SDS micelle and the central loop around Pro85 is situated in the hydrophilic surface ([Fig 4](#pone.0135455.g004){ref-type="fig"}). The translational diffusion coefficient (*D* ~*tr*~) was determined with a DPFGDSTE (Double Pulsed Field Gradient Double Stimulated Echo) experiment. On the basis of this experimentally determined *D* ~*tr*~, we estimated the hydrodynamic radius (*R* ~h~) for all studied systems (Fig D, E, and Table B in [S1 File](#pone.0135455.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Since the bilirubin-binding motif (65--75) is close to (and part of) the transmembrane segment, interrupted by Pro85, it could be possible that binding of bilirubin at the extracellular surface of the protein triggers a conformational change of TM2 around this Pro kink. In fact, bilirubin and nicotinic acid are positive allosteric effectors, inducing the BTL into its high-affinity state \[[@pone.0135455.ref010]\]; in turn, this could be a driving factor for substrate transport. Flexibility around this Pro kink could also be triggered by cysteine reagents, which are certainly exposed to the medium (unpublished data) and induce BTL to its low-affinity conformation \[[@pone.0135455.ref010]\].

Molecular Mobility of the TM2 and TM3 Fragments in SDS Micelles {#sec009}
---------------------------------------------------------------

The incorporation of two ^15^N-labeled alanines in the TM2 and TM3 fragments enabled the exploration of the dynamics of the peptide backbone in a residue specific manner by measuring three relaxation parameters that characterize the backbone ^15^N nuclei. Longitudinal (*R* ~1~) and transverse (*R* ~2~) relaxation rates were extracted with high accuracy from experimental data (Figs F-H in [S1 File](#pone.0135455.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The obtained *R* ~1~ and *R* ~2~ values together with steady-state {^1^H}-^15^N *NOEs* (Fig H in [S1 File](#pone.0135455.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) allowed us to apply the isotropic rotation model in the *model-free* approach \[[@pone.0135455.ref035]\].

Experimental magnitude of *R* ~1~ relaxation rates falls in region 1.3--1.5 (s^-1^) for all studied species (Fig I in [S1 File](#pone.0135455.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Estimated values of *R* ~2~ relaxation rates are comparable in case of three out of four alanines examined in TM2 and TM3 segments. The Ala225 in the TM3 fragment clearly shows a decreased relaxation rate *R* ~2~, which dropped to 5 s^-1^ when compared with 8.2 s^-1^ detected for Ala233 (Table C and Fig I in [S1 File](#pone.0135455.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Finally, the {^1^H}-^15^N *NOE*s, evaluated with relatively lower accuracy, reveal moderately higher values for TM2 (0.65--0.55) than for TM2 peptide (0.6--0.45) (Table C and Fig I in [S1 File](#pone.0135455.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The relaxation data, acquired for the TM2:TM3 pair in SDS micelle, are similar to those obtained for the separate TM2 and TM3 fragments. The measured {^1^H}-^15^N *NOE* values for Ala80 and Ala233 in the TM2:TM3 pair could suggest more restrictive motions on the *ps*--*ns* time scale compared to the individual components.

The parameters of backbone dynamics (*S* ^2^, τ~m~) were calculated for ^15^N-labeled alanines with *model-free* approach taking into account an isotropic diffusion model. The values of overall correlation times (τ~R~) were extracted from *R* ~1~/*R* ~2~ ratios (Fig J in [S1 File](#pone.0135455.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}); the values of 4.99 ± 0.05, 6.97 ± 0.08, and 6.87 ± 0.03 *ns* were obtained for TM2, TM3, and TM2:TM3 peptides, respectively. The *model-free* analysis clearly demonstrated more stable structure for TM2 peptide. The *S* ^2^ values obtained for TM2 individual fragment in SDS surfactant were 0.98 and 0.86 for Ala80 and Ala88, respectively. In case of TM2:TM3 assembly the *S* ^2^ decreased to 0.84 and 0.70 for Ala80 and Ala88, respectively, but still remained in the range characteristic for folded proteins (Fig J in [S1 File](#pone.0135455.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The TM3 segment exhibited lower values of *S* ^2^ parameter, namely 0.51 and 0.78 for Ala225 and Ala233, respectively. In the TM2:TM3 pair similar values of *S* ^2^ for both ^15^N-labeled alanines (Fig J in [S1 File](#pone.0135455.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) were obtained. The relaxation time analysis demonstrated that the dynamic processes in TM3 fragment were substantially different from those in TM2. Intensive high frequency motions in *ns*--*ps* range were observed in TM3 peptide ascribed to Ala225 at the N-terminal part, which were detected neither in TM2 nor in the C-terminal part of TM3 in SDS micelle.

Concluding Remarks {#sec010}
==================

In this work, we computationally analyzed the assembly of the four α-helical transmembrane regions of BTL, restricted by the predicted transmembrane helix-helix interactions TM2-TM3 and TM1-TM4. Of the six possible ways in which the transmembrane regions could be arranged, we have identified the three most probable arrangement types using Monte Carlo simulations. The most observed arrangement has the key transmembrane segments, TM2 and TM3, positioned diagonally opposite to each other. The distances between these two transmembrane regions were analyzed and are supported by NMR spectroscopy results.

Furthermore, the structure of the TM2:TM3 pair is analyzed in more detail using several experimental methods. The existence of the TM2:TM3 pair in an ionic SDS micellar environment and interaction between them was supported by results from NMR spectroscopy and FRET efficiency. Additionally, the 40 ns molecular dynamics simulations indicated the existence and stability of the TM2:TM3 pair in SDS micelle.

The kinks observed in the two key BTL transmembrane segments at the positions of the two central prolines (Pro85 in TM2 and Pro231 in TM3) could be one of the important structural aspects explaining the mechanism of transport of different anions by BTL. We observed two TM3 conformers in SDS solution, differing in the *cis* and *trans* rotamer of the Leu230--Pro231 peptide bond. Therefore, we can conclude that the proline kink in TM3 renders the flexibility to the transmembrane region. The transition between these two states could facilitate the molecular uptake process. This hypothesis is further supported by the strong conformational exchange processes at the N-terminal part of TM3, appearing probably due to the rotation around the Leu230--Pro231 peptide bond. This rotation could lead to the changes within the TM2:TM3 pair or even in the whole four-helix bundle, in turn leading to the transition between the two distinct functional states, as observed in the native membrane environment \[[@pone.0135455.ref010]\].

A comparison of the 3D structures of TM2:TM3 pair in SDS micelles with previously solved structures of individual fragments demonstrates remarkable changes in the position of peptides in the micelle. TM3 in the TM2:TM3 pair is likely positioned more deeply in the hydrophobic part of the SDS micelle than in a sample of TM3 alone \[[@pone.0135455.ref016]\]. The detailed structure of an individual α-helix likely depends on the neighboring helices; additional experimental data is needed to confirm the structure of this four-helix bundle.

To understand the arrangement of the BTL transmembrane helices and the structure of the transport channel at atomic level, it is essential to have knowledge of the exact oligomeric state of the protein, which is still lacking. Here, we made key steps towards achieving this goal. We suggested the probable assembly of the transmembrane regions of BTL. We also characterized the structure of the two functionally important transmembrane regions, TM2 and TM3, which in turn led us to hypothesize about conformational changes involved in the transport of ligands through the channel.

Materials and Methods {#sec011}
=====================

Synthetic TM2 and TM3 Peptides {#sec012}
------------------------------

Synthetic peptides TM2B and TM3 (Ser73 -- Leu99 and Gly220 -- Tyr238, respectively), corresponding to the two key transmembrane segments of BTL, were purchased from CASLO Laboratory, Denmark ([www.caslo.com](http://www.caslo.com/)) and were subjected to NMR and FRET experiments. Both peptides were synthesized as lyophilized trifluoroacetate salts. To avoid problems during synthesis, purification and NMR sample preparation, the extreme hydrophobicity of the peptides was moderated by adding four lysine residues (a LysTag KKKK) at the C-termini. The amino acid sequences of synthetic TM2B and TM3 are ^73^SSFCLFVATLQSPFSAGVSGLCKAILL^99^KKKK and ^220^GSVQCAGLISLPIAIEFT^238^KKKK, respectively, with purity higher than 93.8%. To measure the relaxation parameters with heteronuclear NMR spectroscopy, the alanines of both TM2B and TM3 fragments were ^15^N-labeled (^15^N-Ala80, ^15^N-Ala88 ^15^N-Ala225, and ^15^N-Ala233).

Predicting Transmembrane Helix-Helix Interactions {#sec013}
-------------------------------------------------

The interactions between transmembrane helix-helix pairs in bilitranslocase were predicted using the open-source IMP program ([http://integrativemodeling.org](http://integrativemodeling.org/)) \[[@pone.0135455.ref024]\] as well as the TMhit web server \[[@pone.0135455.ref025]\].

The IMP predictions take into account the complete transmembrane regions and not the individual residues. In this case, the BTL transmembrane region sequences with defined topologies served as the input. The rigid body representation of each transmembrane region was generated considering DOPE \[[@pone.0135455.ref023]\], excluded volume and packing restraints. The DOPE statistical potential for transmembrane proteins was developed and used internally at the SaliLab. These rigid body representations do not take into consideration the structures determined by either NMR or MD methods in our previous studies. Because transmembrane helices can interact in multiple ways \[[@pone.0135455.ref036]\], all possible transmembrane helix-helix pairs of BTL were considered and their conformations were optimized. Only the best scoring transmembrane pairs were regarded as interacting and considered for further analysis.

The TMhit algorithm \[[@pone.0135455.ref025]\] was used to predict the transmembrane helix-helix interactions based on residue contacts. It incorporates contact propensities, physiochemical and structural information to predict contact residues and their pairing relationships or helix-helix interactions. Previously predicted transmembrane regions and their topologies served as the input for the algorithm.

Monte Carlo Sampling {#sec014}
--------------------

The probable arrangements of the four BTL transmembrane regions were explored using MC sampling. The initial configurations of the four BTL transmembrane regions, considering only the CA atoms, were constructed based on the conformations generated from previous MD simulations \[[@pone.0135455.ref016],[@pone.0135455.ref017]\]. The transmembrane region sequences, topologies and loop connectivity served as the input parameters. The primary restraints were defined by the predicted transmembrane helix-helix interactions and the filter on the crossing angles \[[@pone.0135455.ref037]\]. Added restrictions were applied on the transport channel diameter, the tilt and depth (translation along z-axis) of the transmembrane helices \[[@pone.0135455.ref028],[@pone.0135455.ref036]\]. This discrete conformation space, defined by the applied restrains, was then sampled using the Monte Carlo method with varying temperatures.

NMR Spectroscopy and 3D Structure Evaluation {#sec015}
--------------------------------------------

The translational movements of the TM2 and TM3 transmembrane fragments and TM2:TM3 pairs in SDS-d~25~ micelles were characterized using DOSY technique with 64 gradients utilized on an Agilent VNMRS 600 NMR spectrometer equipped with a diffusion-specific probehead. The evaluation of the 3D structure of the TM2:TM3 pair in SDS micelle environment was performed based on ^1^H-^1^H NOESY constraints obtained from our previous studies.^16,17^ Heteronuclear ^1^H-^15^N HSQC and ^15^N-edited NOESY data sets were recorded for the TM2 and TM3 peptides containing ^15^N-labeled alanines--Ala80, Ala88 (TM2) and Ala223, Ala231 (TM3). The ^15^N relaxation measurements (*R* ~1~, *R* ~2~, and ^1^H-^15^N *NOE*) were conducted at 303 K on an 18.8 T magnetic field. All applied procedures are described in detail in the [S1 File](#pone.0135455.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

The 25 ns trajectory of molecular dynamic simulations in water bath using TAV protocol was applied to evaluate the 3D structure of TM2:TM3 pair in an SDS micelle. Simulations were performed in Amber 9 software using the param99 force field. Resulted structures were analyzed using the ptraj program included in the Amber software bundle.

Supporting Information {#sec016}
======================

###### Detailed description of FRET, NMR and MD results.

Binding parameters for transmembrane TM2 and TM3 segments in SDS micelle by FRET experiments (**Table A**). Hydrodynamic parameters by DOSY spectroscopy (**Table B**). ^15^N relaxation rates for ^15^N-labeled alanines in TM2, TM3 peptides and TM2:TM3 pairs extracted from NMR data (**Table C**). CD spectra (**Fig A**). Distance between Pro85 and Pro231 in TM2 and TM3 fragments of BTL protein (**Fig B**). ^1^H-^15^N HSQC spectra (**Fig C**). FT PGSE analysis of DPFGDSTE experiment for SDS micelle, TM2, TM3, and TM2:TM3 mixture. (**Fig D**). Spatial structure of studied species from NMR data. (**Fig E**). Experimental *R* ~*1*~ and *R* ~*2*~ relaxation rates for ^15^N-labeled alanines in TM2 fragment (**Fig F**). Experimental *R* ~*1*~ and *R* ~*2*~ relaxation rates for ^15^N-labeled alanines (Ala225 and Ala233) in TM3 (**Fig G**). Experimental *R* ~*1*~ and *R* ~*2*~ relaxation rates for ^15^N-labeled alanines (Ala225\' and Ala233\') in minor conformation of the TM3 (**Fig H**). Experimental values of ^15^N R~1~, R~2~ relaxation rates and {^1^H}-^15^N NOE (**Fig I**). Results of analysis of ^15^N relaxation data for TM2 and TM3 fragments (**Fig J**).
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